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rather alarming financial jolt in 1932 which put an end to
its " sturdy individualism " for ever, there was not the same
apprehension of possible calamity that was setting all Europe
peering about for scapegoats and conspirators. But, as the
New Deal unfolded, American myth and reality began to
take on an increasing parallelism with Europe. In Russia
the Muscovite Homo Tcwler> after a tremendous constructive
effort after the war, and after a phase of experimental strain
and stress, lapsed for a time under the autocratic rule of a
Saviour, forgetting or liquidating the old Bolshies and feeling
no need for any other victims.
Homo Tewler Teutonicus, sharing the new mythology, was
nevertheless in a different and more formidable mood than
any of its neighbours in the world. It was smarting from a
sense of accepted defeat and sustained disadvantage. It was
very much in the state of mind of Edward Albert in the days
when he endured .the punches of Horry Budd and pretended
not to mind them. It was working up to the " Vad-a-nuff-
o-vis " phase and the hysterical and vicious smacking of that
young gentleman's face. Sooner or later Homo Tewler
Teutonicus was bound to fight. The particular event that.
fired the magazine belonged to the chapter of accidents.
The British Government played the part of those Bolter's
College Old Boys who lost then- match through stupid over-
confidence, and so put spunk into Edward Albert. They
put spunk in the faltering German patriot. If it had not been
the Nazi triumvirate of Goering, Goebbels and Hitler, it
might have been the much more formidable Germany of the
Strasser brothers. Or some other combination. But at the
contemporary level of world intelligence it was as inevitable
as dawn a week ahead, that Germany would start a war.
But what the world mind had still to grasp was the tre-
mendous increase in destructive energy that had occurred
since the clearing-up wars that followed the Treaty of Ver-
sailles. Even the people, the Fascists and Nazis who were
most obviously and ostentatiously getting their feet upon
the war path, had only a very feeble premonition of
the immense smash they were going to make. Many

